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The field of photothermal science and engineering
reached a level of maturity and diversity such that it
quite difficult for an individual researcher to be aware
all new and important developments, even in his or
particular domain of application. Fortunately, there ex
specific publications, mostly journals, which carry t
majority of research articles in a given subfield; this
true for the spectrum of activities ranging from bas
physics and chemistry to novel instruments and meas
ment methodologies. Nevertheless, keeping up to d
with progress in this field is a difficult task if it must b
done through random journal publications, precisely d
to its extraordinary diversity.

A sign of the coming of age of the field is the evolutio
of the continuum from the basic sciences through to
gineering techniques and technologies used in the ind
trial sector. This continuum has not been captured be
in a single publication within the variety of specialize
texts now available in the literature. The present spe
section ofOptical Engineeringseeks to convey to the
interested reader exactly the feeling of diversity and
this continuum from the fundamental to the applied a
the industrial. Of major value are the references cited
the end of each paper in the special section, as they a
means to further one’s exploration into the field. In ge
eral, the papers referred to are readily accessible to
photoacoustic and photothermal community.

As coeditors, we are well aware that it is just as im
portant to communicate to workers in the broader opt
applied optics community the rich potential of our scien
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and engineering, in terms of its very cross-disciplina
character and applications across diverse areas. For
reason we choseOptical Engineeringas the vehicle for
the presentation of the state of the art and science of
photoacoustic/photothermal continuum. Trends in rec
years are unmistakably in the direction of application
instrumentation, devices, and measurement technique
is our belief that further breakthroughs can and will
made when due attention is paid to potential areas of
plication hitherto nominally irrelevant to photoacoustic
photothermal treatment. And it is our hope that some
these breakthroughs may possibly appear from cro
disciplinary work coming from inside the more conve
tional optics community, once our colleagues beco
more familiar with our field.

For these reasons the 27 papers that follow in this s
cial section have been divided into six disciplinary su
fields ordered from the fundamental to the applied:~1!
spectroscopy, analytical chemistry, and photochemis
~2! thermophysics; ~3! thermal-wave nondestructiv
evaluation~NDE! and laser ultrasonics;~4! semiconductor
characterization;~5! instruments and sensors; and~6! ex-
perimental and analytical methodologies.

We wish to thank our referees for the generous de
cation of their valuable time to safeguard the quality a
integrity of this special section. We would also like
thank all of the authors for their fine contributions, an
Brian Thompson for giving us the opportunity to expo
the readership ofOptical Engineeringto this most cross-
disciplinary branch of applications of optical science a
engineering.
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